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I. Introduction 

Infections with Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) bacteria are increasingly reported 
worldwide. Among STEC, O157:H7 is the classical serotype that was first associated with 
enterohaemorrhagic diseases in the early 1980’s as a cause of serious outbreaks and sporadic cases of 
illness. However, over 100 different STEC serotypes, other than O157:H7, have now been associated 
with human illness. Non-O157 STEC, also first associated with human disease in the early 1980's, are 
only recently becoming recognized as important pathogens that cause a spectrum of disease in humans 
similar to that caused by serotype O157:H7. An increasing number of outbreaks and sporadic cases 
related to non-O157 have been reported.  
 
In laboratories that routinely test for STEC in stool samples of patients with diarrhoea, STEC are usually 
found less often than Salmonella and Campylobacter, but more frequently than Shigella and Yersinia. 
Overall, non-O157 STEC are now found in 20 to 70 percent of patients with STEC infections. 
However, tremendous geographical differences have been recognized in the percentage of patients with 
STEC-associated disease who are infected with non-O157.  
 
In general, the detection of STEC, particularly non-O157 STEC, is not widely practised in most 
microbiological laboratories worldwide. Screening for O157 strains is not done on a routine basis and 
even fewer laboratories are able to detect non-O157 strains. This is primarily because many non-O157 
STEC strains lack the phenotypic characteristics of O157 STEC, such as delayed fermentation of 
sorbitol and haemolytic activity on enterohaemolysin agar, and therefore cannot be identified on the 
routinely used sorbitol-MacConkey agar. Consequently, the prevalence of infections with non-O157 
strains is presently underestimated. 
 
As with O157 STEC, human infection with non-O157 strains is potentially fatal and may be associated 
with serious complications such as haemolytic uraemic syndrome (HUS). There is no specific therapy for 
HUS and most patients require prolonged clinical and outpatient treatment. Healthcare costs associated 
with such infections are thus very significant. 
 
Given the increasing impact of non-O157 STEC on human health, WHO convened a Scientific Working 
Group Meeting on Zoonotic Non-O157 STEC. The meeting was held in collaboration with the Robert 
Koch-Institut in Berlin, Germany, 23-26 June 1998.  
 
The meeting was opened by Prof. Dr R. Kurth who welcomed the participants to Berlin on behalf of the 
Robert Koch-Institut. Dr K. Stöhr of the Zoonotic Diseases Unit of WHO then reviewed the objectives 
of the meeting. Those objectives were to:  
- Review the knowledge on non-O157 STEC, with an emphasis on epidemiology and detection 

 of infections;  
- Identify research priorities in areas where public health action is needed on non-O157 STEC; 
- Promote international cooperation and collaboration on the diagnosis and control of non-O157 

STEC.  
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Dr M. Karmali and Dr L. Beutin were elected as Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson, respectively. Dr 
Patricia Desmarchelier was elected as Rapporteur. Following is a report of the findings, conclusions, 
gaps in current knowledge and recommendations made by the participants of the meeting in Berlin.  
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II. Clinical Manifestations and Mechanisms of Disease 

Clinical Manifestations 
 

Non-O157 STEC infections are found in 20 to 70 percent of patients with STEC-associated 
disease, depending on geographical location. The clinical course and outcome of infection with non-
O157 STEC appears to be similar to that of infection with serotype O157:H7, although the latter may 
more frequently cause haemorrhagic colitis (HC). STEC infections are seen most frequently in infants, 
children and elderly patients. No gender differences have been observed. 
 
Non-O157 associated intestinal disease includes watery diarrhoea, usually with painful cramps, and HC. 
Extraintestinal manifestations include HUS, or incomplete forms of the syndrome that consist of only one 
or two of the three features associated with it, namely thrombocytopaenia, haemolytic anaemia and acute 
renal failure. About 75% of patients with HUS caused by non-O157 STEC require peritoneal or 
haemodialysis. Uncommon complications of STEC infections include urinary tract infection and, 
particularly in women after pregnancy and in elderly patients, thrombotic thrombocytopaenic purpura 
(TTP).  
 
Whether caused by O157 STEC or non-O157 STEC, treatment for severe complications of infection 
(HC, HUS, TTP) is non-specific and generally insufficient. Most patients with HUS require prolonged 
outpatient treatment, resulting in significant healthcare costs. 

 
Mechanisms of Disease 
 

As in the case of STEC serotype O157:H7, the major virulence characteristics of non-O157 
STEC are the production of Shiga toxins and the ability to colonize the bowel. The mechanisms of bowel 
colonization are not well understood, however. The role of various other potential bacterial virulence 
factors and host factors remains to be elucidated.  
 
Bacterial virulence factors  
 
Shiga toxins 

The production of Shiga toxin (STX) is the unifying feature of all non-O157 STEC and O157 STEC. 
Various types of STX are produced, but they fall into two main types: Shiga toxin 1 (Stx1) and Shiga 
toxin 2 (Stx2). There are three serological or biological variants of Stx2 (2c, 2d and 2e) whose clinical 
significance is unknown. Stx2d, a feature of STEC serotype O91:H21, is activated by murine mucus. 
Stx2e, produced by porcine non-O157 serotypes, causes oedema disease in pigs. The majority of STX 
genes are bacteriophage encoded, thus allowing a level of interstrain and possibly interspecies mobility. 
 
The presence of STX is thought to be the primary factor responsible for intestinal manifestations (bloody 
diarrhoea) and systemic complications (HUS). The toxin uptake mechanisms in the intestine have yet to 
be fully elucidated for all STEC. 
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Colonization factors and other potential virulence mediators 

Locus for enterocyte effacement. As in the case of enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), O157:H7 STEC 
colonize the enterocytes of, probably, the large bowel with a characteristic attaching and effacing (A/E) 
cytopathology. The A/E ability is encoded by 41 genes that are present on a “pathogenicity island” 
referred to as the locus for enterocyte effacement (LEE). LEE encodes the adhesin called intimin (eaeA 
gene), as well as the machinery (esc/sep genes) and effector molecules (EspA, B and D) of a type III 
secretion system that are responsible for the genesis of the A/E lesion. LEE also encodes a receptor for 
intimin that is translocated to the eukaryotic cell membrane. This receptor is referred to as Tir 
(translocated intimin receptor) in EPEC and as EspE in O157:H7 STEC.  
 
Some non-O157 STEC serotypes, notably O26:H11, O103:H2 and O111:NM, also cause LEE-
mediated A/E cytopathology. In contrast, the colonization mechanisms of the large number of other non-
O157 STEC serotypes are unknown. 
 
Plasmid-mediated factors. All strains of O157:H7 STEC contain a highly conserved plasmid (pO157) of 
approximately 100 kilobases. A similar plasmid is found in many non-O157 STEC serotypes. Plasmid 
pO157 contains several genes that encode potential virulence factors. These genes include espP 
(extracellular serine protease, plasmid encoded), katP (catalase-peroxidase), hlyCABD 
(enterohemolysin) and etp (type II secretion proteins). The plasmid is also thought to encode fimbriae 
that may be involved in the initial colonization of enterocytes by O157 and non-O157 STEC. However 
the precise role of plasmid-encoded genes and fimbriae in non-O157 virulence remains to be clarified. 
 
Other bacterial factors 

A number of other factors may be important in the pathogenesis of non-O157 STEC. Such factors may 
relate to the presence of acid resistance, which appears to be quite variable amongst non-O157 STEC 
isolates. Other factors may be important in determining the infectious dose of these organisms. Data from 
Australia suggest that an O111 outbreak strain had a low infectious dose that was comparable with some 
O157 outbreak strains. There are no data on the infectious dose of other non-O157 STEC. Non-O157 
STEC have been documented to cause HUS following urinary tract infection. The pathogenic 
mechanisms involved with colonization of extra-intestinal sites are unknown. 
 

Host factors  
 

A variety of host factors may also be important in the pathogenesis of non-O157 STEC.  
 
Age  

The young and the elderly appear more susceptible to non-O157 STEC, but the mechanism for this is 
unclear. This may be related to immunity or other factors such as physiologic changes within the intestine.  
 
Immune and other factors 

As with dysentery associated with Shigella dysenteriae type 1, only a minority of patients with STEC 
infection develop an antibody response to STX. This is thought to be due to the high biological activity of 
the toxin. Thus the minute amount of toxin that is sufficient to induce disease may be insufficient to elicit a 
detectable antibody response. The absence of a primary antibody response may be associated with 
susceptibility to re-infection, while the presence of antibodies to Stx1 has been associated with 
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protection from disease. Circulating antibody to STX will also protect experimental animals from toxin 
challenge. Antibodies to lipopolysaccharides and several other bacterial proteins, including EspA, EspB, 
Tir and intimin, have been reported in human sera but it is not known whether these are protective. 
Breast milk may contain factors that protect against infection with O157 STEC, but this has not been 
examined in relation to non-O157 STEC. It is not known if there is genetic susceptibility to non-O157 
STEC. 
 
Role of antimicrobial agents 

Certain antibiotics have been associated with increased Stx1 and Stx2 expression in vitro in both non-
O157 and O157 STEC. It has been proposed that antibiotic use may be a risk factor for the 
development of HUS, but no definitive data are available. 
 
Socioeconomic status and diet 

There are suggestions that non-O157 STEC-associated disease is more common in developed countries 
than in poorer economic regions, but there is a lack of information to help clarify the issue. Diet is clearly 
a major factor in the acquisition of non-O157 STEC (e.g., consumption of animal products) and there is 
a possibility that dietary factors may also play a role in the colonization of bacteria; diet does affect 
clinical expression of EPEC (LEE-positive bacteria) disease in pigs. Diet may even affect the expression 
of STX in infected individuals. 
 
Non-specific disease mechanisms 

The importance of host factors such as cytokine, chemokine and host white cells in disease pathogenesis 
remains speculative. There are enough data to suggest that these mechanisms are implicated in HUS but 
their precise role needs to be determined. 

 
Conclusions and Gaps in Current Knowledge 
 
Clinical manifestations 
 
• Treatment of severe complications (HC, HUS, TTP) is insufficient and only supportive.  
• No preventive measures nor interventions in the early stage of disease are presently available.  
• Studies evaluating late sequelae are scarce, regional differences cannot be excluded and national 

trends are unknown. 
 

Mechanisms of disease 
 
Bacterial virulence factors  

• What are the infectious doses of various non-O157 STEC? 
• Is acid resistance correlated with infectious dose and pathogenicity? 
• What is the influence of different Shiga toxins on disease pathogenesis? 
• What factors control toxin regulation in vivo? 
• What are the mechanisms and sites of toxin absorption in the intestine? 
• Understanding of the ecology and mechanisms of transmission of STX phages is lacking. 
• Where is the site of intestinal colonization? 
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• What are the mechanisms of LEE-negative colonization? 
• Understanding of the variations in LEE is incomplete. 
• What is the role of enterohemolysins and EspP (i.e., putative virulence factors other than STX and 

LEE-mediated factors) in pathogenesis? 
• How do virulence factors move between bacterial strains? 
• Further characterization of virulence factors is required for non-O157 STEC lacking A/E ability and 

enterohemolysin production. 
 
Host factors 

• Are anti-toxin antibodies protective in humans? 
• Are antibodies to other factors protective in animals (e.g., LEE or plasmid encoded proteins)? 
• Are there any protective antigens? 
• What host differences (immune, physiologic, etc.) account for variations in age susceptibility? 
• Does therapy with antibiotics increase either the risk of infection (e.g., by removing competitive 

flora) or the likelihood of developing HUS? 
• How is non-O157 infection related to socioeconomic status, occupation and diet? 
• Is breast-feeding protective? If so, what is the mechanism? 
• What is the role, if any, of diet and competitive exclusion in preventing colonization and infection? 
• Are differences in mucus related to colonization? 
• Are differences in receptor density and receptor type related to disease? 
• What is the role of regulatory proteins in disease pathogenesis? 
• What is the role of the inflammatory system in disease pathogenesis and contribution to tissue 

damage? 
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III. Surveillance and Frequency of Isolation  

There is a general lack of information on the occurrence of specific non-O157 STEC serotypes in 
persons with HUS and diarrhoea, by population and in relation to other enteric pathogens. Surveillance 
for non-O157 STEC infections in humans and studies on the frequency of isolation of non-O157 STEC 
from humans are needed to determine overall disease trends, to determine trends by serotype, to 
estimate the burden of disease and to identify outbreaks. 

 
Surveillance 
 

Surveillance for isolates of non-O157 STEC and surveillance for cases of HUS provide 
complementary data. Surveillance for isolates depends on physicians requesting tests for STEC and 
laboratories examining stools for non-O157 STEC. Surveillance for HUS is easier and more complete 
because patients are hospitalized and the diagnosis of HUS does not depend on stool culture. However, 
HUS surveillance provides less information because <10% of persons with STEC infection develop 
HUS and because HUS develops about a week after the onset of diarrhoea, when isolation of the 
pathogen from stool is more difficult.  
 
With regard to isolates of non-O157 STEC, a basic amount of laboratory information needs to be 
collected in order to maximize the isolates’ usefulness for surveillance purposes. This information includes 
confirmation of STX production or presence of STX genes; O:H serotype; antimicrobial resistance 
pattern; characterization of other known virulence genes; biochemical confirmation as an E. coli; as well 
as any further typing information available. 
 
Three types of data sources are used for surveillance for non-O157 STEC infections: notifiable systems 
in which infections are reportable by law, sentinel systems in which selected sites report the number of 
infections, and ad hoc sources such as short-term studies by medical centers. Most countries now rely 
on the latter. 

 
Frequency of Isolation 
 

Overall, in studies of persons with diarrhoea, non-O157 STEC are isolated more frequently than 
O157, with a median of a 4-fold higher isolation rate, but with wide variation among studies. The only 
area where non-O157 STEC have been isolated less frequently than O157 in recent studies of diarrhoea 
is North America, where they are isolated about half as frequently as O157. In any given location, 
however, non-O157 STEC may be either one of the most frequently isolated pathogens from diarrhoeal 
stools or one of the least frequently isolated.  
 
Non-O157 STEC are an important cause of HUS. Studies from all parts of the developed world have 
examined the frequency of non-O157 STEC in patients with HUS. Overall, non-O157 STEC account 
for about 25% of STEC isolations in studies of persons with HUS. However, there is wide variation 
among studies, with the proportion of non-O157 varying from 7% to 90% of the STEC isolated from 
persons with HUS.  
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Among the over 200 non-O157 STEC serotypes, those in serogroups O26, O103, O111 and O145 
are most commonly isolated from humans and are clearly recognized as human pathogens. Thus, at 
present, the most important non-O157 STEC serogroups, from an epidemiologic perspective, are O26, 
O103, O111 and O145. Table 1 shows the non-O157 STEC serotypes that have been isolated from 
humans. 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Serotypes of non-O157 STEC isolated from humans 

O1:H- O15:H27 O49:H- O98:H8 O117:H19 O153:H11 
O1:H1 O16:H- O49:H10 O100:H25 O118:H12 O153:H12 
O1:H2 O16:H6 O50:H- O100:H32 O118:H16 O153:H25 
O1:H7 O17:H18 O50:H7 O101:H- O118:H30 O154:H- 
O1:H20 O18:H- O52:H23 O101:H9 O119:H- O154:H4 
O1:HNT O18:H7 O55:H- O103:H- O119:H5 O154:H19/20 
O2:H1 O18:H12 O55:H6 O103:H2 O119:H6 O161:H- 
O2:H5 O18:H? O55:H7 O103:H4 O121:H- O163:H19 
O2:H6 O20:H7 O55:H10 O103:H25 O121:H8 O165:H- 
O2:K1:H2 O21:H5 O55:H? O103:HNT O121:H19 O165:H10 
O2:H7 O21:H? O60:H- O104:H- O123:H49 O165:H19 
O2:H27 O22:H- O65:H16 O104:H2 O124:H- O165:H25 
O2:H29 O22:H1 O69:H- O104:H7 O125:H- O166:H12 
O2:H44 O22:H8 O70:H11 O104:H21 O125:H8 O166:H15 
O4:H- O22:H16 O73:H34 O105ac:H18 O126:H- O166:H28 
O4:H5 O22:H40 O75:H- O105:H20 O126:H2 O168:H- 
O4:H10 O23:H7 O75:H5 O109:H2 O126:H8 O169:H- 
O4:H40 O23:H16 O76:H19 O110:H- O126:H21 O171:H- 
O5:H- O25:H- O77:H4 O110:H19 O126:H27 O171:H2 
O5:H16 O25:K2:H2 O77:H18 O111:H- O128:H- O172:H- 
O6:H- O26:H- O79:H7 O111:H2 O128ab:H2 ONT:H- 
O6:H1 O26:H8 O80:H- O111:H8 O128:H8 ONT:H2 
O6:H2 O26:H11 O82:H- O111:H30 O128:H12 ONT:H18 
O6:H4 O26:H21 O82:H5 O111:H34 O128:H25 ONT:H21 
O6:H28 O26:H32 O82:H8 O112:H21 O132:H- ONT:H25 
O6:H29 O27:H- O83:H1 O113:H2 O137:H41 ONT:H47 
O6:H31 O30:H2 O84:H2 O113:H4 O141:H- O-rough:H- 
O7:H4 O30:H21 O85:H- O113:H7 O144:H- O-rough:H5 
O7:H8 O30:H23 O85:H10 O113:H21 O145:H- O-rough:H11 
O8:H- O37:H41 O85:H23 O114:H4 O145:H16 O-rough:H16 
O8:H14 O38:H21 O90:H- O115:H10 O145:H25 O-rough:H20 
O8:H21 O39:H4 O91:H- O115:H18 O145:H28 O-rough:H21 
O9ab:H- O39:H8 O91:H10 O116:H19 O145:HNT OX3:H2 
O11:H49 O45:H- O91:H14 O117:H- O146:H21 OX3:H21 
O14:H- O45:H2 O91:H21 O117:H4 O146:H28  
O15:H- O45:H7 O91:HNT O117:H7 O150:H10  
O15:H2 O48:H21 O98:H- O117:K1:H7 O153:H2  
Serotypes in bold represent strains isolated from patients with HUS.  
An updated list of STEC, with literature references, is maintained by Dr K. Bettelheim (National E. coli Reference Laboratory, 
Melbourne, Australia) and can be found on the World Wide Web at: 
http://www.microbionet.com.au/frames/feature/vtec/brief01.html 
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Conclusions 
 

Although non-O157 STEC are an important cause of HUS and diarrhoea, infections are markedly 
under-recognized because clinicians do not request testing of stools for STEC and few laboratories 
screen stools for non-O157 STEC. Surveillance for non-O157 STEC is almost non-existent. 
 
Variations in the frequency of isolation of non-O157 STEC compared with O157 and other pathogens in 
studies of diarrhoea are likely related to variations in the frequency of occurrence of these other enteric 
pathogens in those populations and to differences in the ecology and epidemiology of specific non-O157 
STEC serotypes. Differences among studies may also be due to changes over time and differing 
methodologies. 
 
The reason that overall a lower proportion of non-O157 is reported in STEC-associated HUS as 
compared to the proportion of non-O157 in STEC-associated diarrhoea, has not been determined. 
Some of the STEC isolated from diarrhoea may not be the cause of the diarrhoea and some may have a 
low potential to cause HUS. Similarly, some non-O157 STEC isolates can be found in healthy 
individuals and may not be pathogens. Further, there have been reports of multiple STEC serotypes 
isolated from a single patient; in such cases the contribution of each serotype to the pathogenesis of 
disease is difficult to determine.  

 
Gaps in Current Knowledge 
 
♦ The basic public health infrastructure for surveillance for non-O157 STEC is lacking in most 

countries. 
• Few countries have reporting systems for STEC with case definitions that clearly include non-

O157.  
• Due to the lack of surveillance systems, variability in data sources and incompleteness of 

reporting, trends over time have not been determined, outbreaks are unlikely to be recognized, 
and data from various countries cannot easily be compared. 

♦ Information is lacking on the incidence of HUS and on the frequency of isolation of non-O157 
STEC in HUS, diarrhoea and healthy persons. 
• HUS: 

- It has not been documented whether the incidence of HUS has changed since it was first 
described in 1955. 

- Most countries lack surveillance systems for HUS. 
- Data are lacking on the serotypes of STEC isolated from persons with HUS in many 

countries and on temporal trends. These data are especially lacking from developing 
countries. Data are lacking on the relative importance of various serotypes by country. 

- Data are lacking on the proportion of persons with diarrhoea, caused by various STEC 
serotypes, who develop HUS. 

• Diarrhoea: 
- Data are lacking on temporal trends in the isolation rate of various STEC serotypes by 

country. 
- Data are lacking on the proportion of persons infected with various STEC serotypes who 

develop bloody diarrhoea.  
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• Healthy persons: 
- Additional data on the isolation of non-O157 STEC from healthy persons, by serotype and 

virulence factors, would be helpful in assessing the pathogenicity of various serotypes. There 
is a need to look at healthy persons in different environments - urban versus rural areas, for 
example - because of variation in exposure to animals that may be the major source of non-
O157 STEC. 

♦ Most countries have no recommendations for routine laboratory identification of non-O157 
STEC.
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IV. Sources and Modes of Transmission 

Sources of STEC 
 
Animals 
 

STEC have been isolated from a variety of animals, particularly ruminants. Non-O157 STEC 
isolated from healthy animals belong to a variety of serotypes and an individual animal can carry more 
than one serotype, including both O157 and non-O157 serotypes. Table 2 shows serotypes of non-
O157 STEC isolated from animals. Some of the STEC isolated from animals are of the same serotype 
as human isolates and many of these have been associated with HC or HUS in humans.  
 
Studies of non-O157 STEC in food animals have not been done in all geographical areas and there have 
been only a limited number of studies in areas with a relatively higher incidence of human non-O157 
illness. Results are difficult to compare due to varying study designs and detection methods, but excretion 
of non-O157 STEC has been detected in up to 21% of adult cattle and up to about 50% of calves. 
Sheep and goats have been found to have higher excretion rates, while pigs and chickens do not appear 
to be significant reservoirs of these bacteria. Bovine excretion of specific serotypes is intermittent and the 
causes of this are not clear. Due to intermittent excretion and to the difficulty of isolating non-O157 
STEC, the true prevalence of STEC in cattle and other animals is probably higher than some studies 
suggest. 
 
 

 Table 2. Serotypes of non-O157 STEC isolated from animals 

O2:H25 O26:H- O76:H21 O113:H4 O145:H- ONT:H8 
O2:H29 O26:H11 O77:H4 O113:H21 O145:H28 ONT:H17 
O2:H49 O35:H21 O82:H2 O116:H21 O146:H8 ONT:H18 
O3:H- O38:H16 O82:H8 O119:H8 O146:H21 ONT:H19 
O4:H4 O39:H7 O82:H40 O119:H25 O147:H11 ONT:H21 
O5:H- O39:H21 O84:H28 O120:H- O147:H29 ONT:H25 
O8:H2 O39:H40 O87:H16 O120:H2 O153:H ONT:H31 
O8:H19 O39:H48 O87:H21 O120:H18 O153:H9 ONT:H34 
O8:H25 O43:H2 O88:H25 O120:H42 O153:H19 ONT:H42 
O9:H- O46:H2 O90:H24 O123:H10 O153:H25 O-rough:H7 
O10:H21 O46:H38 O91:H- O126:H20 O156:H- O-rough:H8 
O15:H- O65:H- O91:H10 O126:H21 O156:H21 O-rough:H14 
O15:H4 O65:H48 O91:H21 O128:H2 O156:H46 O-rough:H19 
O15:H27 O68:H- O91:H49 O130:H38 O168:H8 O-rough:H21 
O17,77:H18 O69:H28 O100:H- O131:H2 O169:HNT O-rough:H34 
O20:H19 O71:H12 O103:H2 O132:H- O170:H8 O-rough:H38 
O21:K5:H4 O73:HNT O104:H21 O136:H12 O171:H2 O-rough:H42 
O22:H8 O74:HNT O105:H18 O136:H20 ONT:H- O-rough:H47 
O22:H16 O74:H29 O110:H2 O139:H8 ONT:H2 OX3:H8 
O22:H21 O75:H8 O111:H- O141:H4 ONT:H7  

An updated list of STEC, with literature references, is maintained by Dr K. Bettelheim (National E. coli Reference 
Laboratory, Melbourne, Australia) and can be found on the World Wide Web at: 
http://www.microbionet.com.au/frames/feature/vtec/brief01.html  
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Table 3. Serotypes of non-O157 STEC isolated from foods of animal origin  

Serotype Food Serotype Food 

O2:H32 sausage O84:H21 lamb 
O4:H21 retail beef O87:H16 beef 
O6:H- lamb O91:H- pork sausages, sausage 
O6:H10 lamb, milk, cheese O91:H21 milk, beef 
O6:H34 milk O96:H- lamb 
O7:H- minced beef, lamb O100:H- pork sausages 
O7:H16 minced beef O100:H16 retail chicken 
O8:H- minced beef, lamb O103:H2 milk, beef 
O8:H9 beef O103:H21 beef 
O8:H16 beef O104:H- minced beef 
O8:H25 pork sausages O104:H12 minced beef 
O8,60:H- lamb O107:H7 minced beef 
O8,60:H51 lamb O112ac:H- lamb 
O9:H- pork O112:H2 beef 
O14:H- minced beef O113:H- minced beef, beef 
O17:H18 minced beef O113:H4 milk, sausage, beef 
O21:H21 milk O113:H19 beef 
O22:H- minced beef O113:H21 beef 
O22:H4 minced beef O114:H4 milk 
O22:H5 minced beef O115:H- pork sausages 

O115:H10 pork sausages O22:H8 unpasteurized milk, milk,  
sausage, beef O116:H- cheese 

O22:H16 beef O117:H8 retail beef 
O23:H- minced beef O125ab:H- minced beef 
O23:H15 minced beef O128:H2 pork sausages 
O26:H11 milk filters O128:H30 minced meat 
O26:H32 cheese O138:H- sausage 
O28:H4 beef O146:H8 pork sausages 
O30:H- minced beef O146:H28 beef 
O30:H8 milk O148:H8 minced meat 
O38:H30 minced beef O149:H45 retail beef 
O43:H2 milk filters O153:H25 milk filters 
O44:H- milk filters O156:H25 milk 
O46:H- minced beef O166:H- beef 
O46:H8 minced beef O171:H2 beef 
O49:H- pork O171:H25 beef 
O54:H21 retail chicken 
O55:H9 beef 

ONT:H- soft cheese, retail beef, lamb, milk, 
sausage, beef 

O56:H56 beef ONT:H2 milk, beef 
O57:H- beef ONT:H5 minced beef 
O60:H9 pork sausages ONT:H7 milk, beef 
O62:H- minced beef ONT:H8 pork sausages, milk filters, beef 
O62:H8 minced beef ONT:H9 sausage 
O65:H- milk filters, lamb ONT:H10 pork 
O71:H21 minced meat ONT:H16 beef 
O73:H- minced beef ONT:H18 sausage 
O73:H16 minced beef ONT:H19 milk filters, beef 
O73:H31 minced beef ONT:H21 sausage, beef 
O74:H- minced beef ONT:H23 minced beef 
O74:H37 minced beef ONT:H28 beef 
O74:H39 minced beef ONT:H47 minced meat, beef 
O75:H5 lamb O-rough:H23 minced beef 
O82:H8 beef O-rough:H48 beef 
An updated list of STEC, with literature references, is maintained by Dr K. Bettelheim (National E. coli 
Reference Laboratory, Melbourne, Australia) and can be found on the World Wide Web at: 
http://www.microbionet.com.au/frames/feature/vtec/brief01.html 
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Non-O157 STEC can also cause disease in animals, such as diarrhoea (or dysentery) in calves and 
oedema disease in pigs. Information is limited for other animal species. Non-O157 STEC associated 
with disease in animals belong to a limited number of serotypes, some of which have also been 
associated with human disease. For example, STEC causing disease in cattle are frequently serotypes 
O5:H-, O26:H11, O103:H2, O111:H- and O145:H-. 
 
Foods 
 

Foods are recognized as a major vehicle of transmission of O157 STEC and are likely to play the 
same role for non-O157 STEC, but there is limited information on the occurrence of non-O157 STEC in 
the food supply. Meat and meat products, dairy products and any foods cross-contaminated by animal 
products during preparation may be contaminated. Foods such as fruit and vegetables may be 
contaminated during growth, harvest and production.  
 
As ruminants have been identified as an important reservoir of STEC, raw meat and milk have been most 
frequently studied due to their potential for contamination during production. Only a limited number of 
other foods have been studied. In studies of raw meat, non-O157 STEC has been isolated from up to 
25% of samples; most studies have found around 10% of samples contaminated. About 1% of raw milk 
samples have been found contaminated with non-O157 STEC. As in animal surveys, the difficulty in 
isolating non-O157 STEC suggests that the true prevalence of non-O157 STEC in foods is probably 
higher than some studies have reported. Table 3 shows the serotypes of non-O157 STEC that have 
been isolated from foods of animal origin. 

 
Modes of Transmission 
 
Foods 
 
As with O157 STEC, the intestinal tracts of bovines and other ruminants, as well as foods originating 
from these animals, are likely the major sources for human infection with non-O157 STEC. Data on the 
role of specific foods as sources of non-O157 STEC human illness are lacking. Documented non-O157 
STEC outbreaks have been attributed to the consumption of fermented meat and contaminated milk.  

Human-to-human 
 
It is now well-established that human-to-human transmission of O157 STEC is facilitated by a low 
infectious dose. The O111:H- STEC implicated in an outbreak related to fermented meat was shown to 
be present in very low numbers, which supports the concept of a low infectious dose for non-O157 
STEC. However, data on human-to-human transmission of infection due to other non-O157 STEC are 
lacking. 
 
Animals and the environment 
 
From on-farm studies, it appears that the ecology of the non-O157 STEC in animals and the 
environment is similar to O157 STEC. The spread of this bacterium in the farm environment and among 
animals may be facilitated by feed and water contaminated by animal waste, waste management 
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practices, animal-to-animal contact and possibly by other domestic or wild animals.
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Attention to farm management and animal husbandry will contribute to reduction in animal carriage and 
excretion. Human infection through direct contact with non-O157 STEC contaminated water or animals 
needs to be better defined.  

Risk factors for infection 
 

The risk factors for human infection with STEC extend from the farm to the table. It is assumed that 
many of the risk factors for non-O157 are the same as O157 STEC, but there may be some differences, 
for example, related to animal reservoirs. Possible risk factors for human STEC infection include: 
 
- Higher prevalence of STEC in animal populations; 
- Contamination or cross contamination of food products with animal faeces; 
- Cross contamination amongst cooked and non-cooked food products; 
- Inadequate cooking of foods of animal origin; 
- Contact with other STEC-infected persons; 
- Contact with animals shedding STEC. 

 
Conclusions and Gaps in Current Knowledge  
 
Distribution in animals and food 
 
• Animal reservoirs for non-O157 STEC need to be definitively determined; knowledge of the 

distribution of non-O157 STEC in animals, including bovines, is limited on a global scale. 
• There is a particular need for more knowledge of the distribution in non-bovine animals of non-O157 

STEC serotypes known to cause human disease. 
• The pathogenic potential of the many non-O157 STEC in animals and foods is yet to be fully 

defined. 
• Knowledge of the incidence of non-O157 STEC in foods throughout the entire food chain is limited, 

other than for raw animal products (e.g., meat and milk). 
• There is little information on quantification of non-O157 STEC in foods incriminated in human 

disease. 
 
Modes of transmission 
 
• Little is known about which foods might be potential vehicles of transmission of non-O157 STEC. 
• Lack of detailed knowledge about outbreaks has limited our knowledge of the infectious dose of 

non-O157 STEC. 
• Are there differences between non-O157 and O157 STEC in terms of specific risk factors for 

human acquisition?  
• Is there significant human-to-human transmission of non-O157 STEC infection? 
• What is the role of water in the transmission of non-O157 STEC to humans? 
• Direct animal-to-human transmission of non-O157 STEC has not yet been demonstrated. 
• The factors that influence the carriage rate and levels of shedding of non-O157 STEC by food 

animals are not fully understood. 
• Strategies for reducing the carriage rate and levels of shedding of non-O157 STEC by food animals 

have not been identified. 
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V. Laboratory Methodologies 

The principles for the routine diagnosis of human STEC infections, including those associated with 
non-O157 STEC, are the demonstration of STX in faecal filtrates and the isolation of STEC from 
primary stool cultures. The use of serological tests for the detection of antibodies to the 
lipopolysaccharides of specific non-O157 STEC serogroups can also be helpful in providing evidence of 
STEC infection. 
 
A method which is suitable for screening and isolation of non-O157 STEC strains should be based on 
the detection of STX or STX genes. Commercially available diagnostic kits for screening large numbers 
of samples are suitable for use in diagnostic laboratories. Differences between methods for O157 STEC 
and STEC of all other serogroups will be considered throughout this section. 

 
Detection 
 

There are three types of methods that can be used for STEC screening. They are cell culture 
cytotoxcity assays and immunological tests for STX, and DNA-based methods for STX genes. The 
method of choice will depend on the type of sample (clinical, veterinary, food, environment), for 
example, direct cell culture is not appropriate for foods. 
 
Cell culture cytotoxicity assays 
 

Cell culture cytotoxicity assays should be performed with Vero cells which are the most sensitive to 
different types of STX. These tests can be used for screening of clinical samples. Food samples need to 
be processed before testing because the physical nature of foods precludes direct testing. STEC are 
usually present in low numbers in foods and preformed toxin may not be detectable. The cell assay is 
very sensitive but is not as specific as DNA-based methods. Therefore a positive cytotoxicity assay has 
to be confirmed by a STX-specific method. For example, neutralization with STX-specific monoclonal 
or polyclonal antibodies should be performed if possible. 
 
Immunological tests 
 

Enzyme immunoassays (EIAs) are available for the detection of STX in stool, stool cultures, food 
cultures and isolates. There are differences in sensitivity with respect to detection of the various toxin 
types. The commercially available kits are suitable for non-specialized laboratories. These EIAs are 
generally not as sensitive as cell culture and false positive reactions have been reported, particularly 
where stool samples are used. For testing of food samples enrichment is essential to ensure a high 
concentration of toxin. 
 
DNA-based methods 
 

An assay based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification can be used for screening of 
different types of STEC and should detect all variants of STX genes. Currently published primer 
sequences need evaluation for their ability to detect all members of the STX family. Samples of all types 
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may contain inhibitors of the PCR reaction. Thus, processing of samples before amplification is required. 
This may be DNA preparation, or culture in selective or non-selective liquid or solid media prior to 
DNA preparation. 
 
Other approaches 
 

Screening for the enterohaemolytic phenotype can be helpful for identification of STEC from 
samples, particularly clinical specimens. This is performed on agar containing washed sheep erythrocytes. 
STX production by suspected colonies has to be confirmed. STEC of known specific serogroups can be 
detected using slide agglutination with appropriate antisera. This also requires testing of suspected 
colonies for STX production. 
 
Serodiagnosis 
 

An alternative approach to provide evidence of non-O157 STEC infection is the detection of 
STEC-related antibodies in patients’ sera. Serodiagnosis is of importance when screening and isolation 
tests for non-O157 STEC are negative, particularly in cases of HUS and in outbreak investigations. 
Except for E. coli O157:H7, little is known about the immune response to different STEC-related 
antigens in humans. However, screening for STX-antibodies is not recommended, as such antibodies are 
not consistently produced in infected humans following a single infection. 
 
Isolation 
 

Isolation should be considered the definitive diagnostic procedure for identifying STEC strains in 
clinical, food and other samples. The detection of STX production or STX-related genes without 
attempting the subsequent isolation of STEC is incomplete and should be considered to be only a 
presumptive result. 

 
Methods of isolation 
 

Colony immunoblot and colony DNA hybridization assays are very valuable for the isolation of 
STX-positive strains from samples shown to have been positive by one or more of the screening 
methods. Every other currently available method requires testing of individual colonies for STX 
production or STX genes. Frequently, STEC are present in low numbers and isolation may involve 
testing large numbers of colonies. 

 
Enrichment methods 

Screening of food and environmental samples for STEC requires enrichment because low numbers of 
STEC are generally present. Numbers of STEC in clinical samples can be quite variable and may be low 
in cases of HUS. The enrichment procedures developed for E. coli O157:H7 need to be evaluated for 
non-O157 STEC. At present, specific procedures for non-O157 STEC cannot be recommended. 

 
Identification 

Identification is done by reference or specialized laboratories. The criteria for referral to such 
laboratories are isolation of a single colony which is positive for STX or STX genes, or positive for 
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commonly occurring human pathogenic STEC “O” serogroups (O26, O103, O111, O145, O157). 
Positive isolates must be confirmed as STEC. 
 
If the primary laboratory is not able to produce an isolate, the stool specimen or the primary plate culture 
may be referred to a specialized laboratory based on the following criteria: 
 

• Hospitalized patient with diarrhoea or HUS; 
• Suspected STEC infection, for example, bloody diarrhoea; 
• Suspected link with consumption of food;  
• Part of an outbreak investigation. 

 
Confirmation of isolates as STEC 

The methods currently used are as follows: 
♦ STX production: 

• Vero cell assay neutralization for Stx1 and Stx2 
• EIA kit(s) 
• STEC-reversed passive latex agglutination (RPLA) 

♦ Presence of STX genes: 
• PCR  
• DNA probe hybridization using oligonucleotides or polynucleotides 

In all cases, isolates require biochemical confirmation as E. coli or other STX-positive organisms. 

 
Characterization of STEC 
 

Several methods have been used for the characterization of STEC. These include both typing and 
fingerprinting techniques. Bacterial typing systems can be defined as those capable of identifying strains 
accurately and reproducibly, at different times and in different laboratories. Fingerprinting methods are 
those suitable only for grouping or excluding isolates in small scale or local studies of bacterial 
transmission, such as outbreak investigations. For outbreak investigations first line typing or screening 
methods are needed to provide rapid results at the level of field investigation. Confirmation by secondary 
methods may be obtained when control measures may be required.  
 
Methods can be broadly categorized as phenotypic, based on expressed properties such as somatic and 
flagellar antigens, susceptibility to bacteriophages (phage typing), enzyme activity; and genotypic, based 
on specific molecular characteristics of the chromosomal, plasmid or phage DNA. The following 
methods will be considered: 
 
♦ Serotyping 
♦ Resistance to antimicrobial agents and heavy metals 
♦ Subtyping STX genes 
♦ Plasmid DNA analysis 
♦ Genomic DNA analysis 

• restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) 
• ribotyping 
• pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) 
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• PCR-based techniques, including amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) 
♦ Virulence properties other than STX production 

• A/E ability  
• enterohaemolytic phenotype 

 
Serotyping 
 

Serotyping is based on the identification of the somatic O antigens and flagellar H antigens. The 
schemes at present identify O antigens from 1 to 173 and H antigens from 1 to 56. In most laboratories, 
STEC of serogroup O157 can be identified readily, but few laboratories have the capacity for serotyping 
non-O157 STEC. Results of serotyping have shown that non-O157 STEC associated with human 
disease belong to a large number of different serotypes. The development of O:H serotyping has led to 
the identification of new STEC serotypes and this allows the study of their epidemiology. The other 
application of serotyping information is the development of specific tests. For example, magnetic beads 
were coated with E. coli O111 antiserum for detection in a mettwurst-associated outbreak in Australia 
in 1995. 
 
Resistance to antimicrobial agents and heavy metals 
 

Resistance to antimicrobial drugs can be a useful epidemiological marker for non-O157 STEC. 
However, at present, data are very limited and need to be collected on a standardized basis. Resistance 
to tellurite has been described for O157 STEC, but little information is available for non-O157 STEC. 
Testing resistance to several heavy metals may provide useful markers, as well as being applicable for 
isolation methods, as shown in the case of E. coli O157:H7. 
 
Subtyping STX genes 
 

Variants of Stx1 and Stx2 have now been reported, with most variation seen in the stx2 gene. 
These variants can be detected by PCR or use of oligonucleotide probes. For non-O157 STEC a wide 
range of STX genes has been identified. Further analysis of stx2 genes can be performed using restriction 
digestion of the PCR products or by DNA sequencing. 
 
Plasmid DNA analysis 
 

This method is easy to perform and many non-O157 STEC strains possess plasmids of different 
sizes. Plasmid profiles and RFLP analysis can be useful in epidemiological studies.  
 
Genomic DNA analysis 
 

The analysis of genomic DNA can be performed in several ways and the most commonly applied 
methods are summarized below. 
 
RFLP analysis using STX gene probes 

Hybridization of genomic DNA digested with restriction enzymes with probes for STX genes allows 
identification of the fragments carrying these genes. This technique has been applied for non-O157 
STEC. The use of a single enzyme alone does not allow significant discrimination for epidemiological 
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studies, but the combination of two enzymes has been useful in such investigations. 
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RFLP analysis using phage DNA as a probe 

In many non-O157 STEC the STX genes are located on the genome of lambdoid phages which are 
integrated in the host chromosome. Genomic DNA of non-O157 STEC strains can be hybridised with 
phage DNA and this yields different RFLP patterns, even within a serotype.  
 
Ribotyping 

Ribotyping systems have been developed for E. coli, including non-O157 STEC. These include 
computer identification of E. coli rRNA gene restriction patterns and have been applied to different non-
O157 STEC serogroups. This approach has been recommended in combination with other methods 
such as “O” serogrouping. 
 
PFGE 

PFGE analysis of non-O157 STEC provides a highly discriminatory and reproducible method for some 
serotypes, but its suitability for many others is not known. The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention in Atlanta have set up a national network for the subtyping of O157 STEC. A standardized 
protocol for performing PFGE and interpreting the patterns has been developed. Such an approach has 
allowed a national database for O157 STEC to be developed. This approach has not been applied in a 
systematic manner for non-O157 STEC. 
 
PCR-based techniques 

Several PCR based methods have been evaluated as faster alternatives to methods such as PFGE. Some 
of the many variations on amplification based methods are arbitrarily primed PCR, random amplified 
polymorphic DNA and the use of repetitive sequences. These techniques have significant limitations for 
typing but may be very useful in local settings, for example, investigation of institutional outbreaks. A high 
degree of standardization is required in order to achieve inter-laboratory comparison of data. 
 
AFLP is another PCR-based technique that has recently been investigated for non-O157 STEC. 
Preliminary results suggest AFLP has the potential to provide a high degree of discrimination. Another 
typing approach that has been proposed recently is that of multilocus sequence typing (MLST) involving 
”housekeeping” genes. The advantage of MLST is that sequence data are portable between laboratories 
permitting one expanding global database that could be put on the World Wide Web, enabling the 
exchange of molecular typing data. This approach has not yet been reported for STEC. 
 
Virulence properties other than STX production 
 
A/E ability 
The ability of certain non-O157 STEC to adhere intimately to intestinal epithelium, resulting in the 
effacement of the microvillus surface, is considered to be an important virulence property of these 
organisms and is encoded by LEE. STEC can be tested for the presence of eae genes, which encode 
intimin, and other genes in LEE. The eae genes can be subdivided further using specific primers. 
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Enterohaemolytic phenotype 

Another property associated with some non-O157 STEC is that of enterohemolysin production. Strains 
can be examined for the property on agar plates containing washed sheep erythrocytes and the genes 
encoding this property can be detected with DNA probes or PCR. 
 
The application of typing and other characterization methods for non-O157 STEC in epidemiological 
investigations has been very limited compared to studies involving O157 STEC. Serotyping provides an 
internationally recognized and standardized scheme that has been demonstrated to be very helpful in the 
characterization of non-O157 STEC. However, it is limited in application because the full scheme is only 
employed in certain specialized laboratories. A variety of other methods can be applied to non-O157 
STEC and several studies have now shown the value of tests for virulence factors such as A/E ability and 
the production of enterohemolysin. At present, a combination of several methods appears to provide the 
most informative approach to the characterization of non-O157 STEC, particularly together with clinical 
and epidemiological information on infected patients. For example, the use of serotyping, STX gene 
analysis and tests for virulence factors provides a very useful combination. For more detailed analysis 
these tests can be complemented by other techniques such as PFGE. 

 
Criteria for Reporting Characteristics of Non-O157 Isolates from Clinical 
Samples  
 
♦ For clinical purposes, reporting the confirmation of STX production or the presence of STX genes 

should be the priority. 
♦ For epidemiological and surveillance purposes, reporting should include the following characteristics: 

• biochemical confirmation as E. coli (or other STX-positive organism); 
• O:H serotype; 
• antimicrobial resistance pattern; 
• characterization of other known virulence genes; 
• further typing information where available. 

 
Conclusions and Gaps in Current Knowledge  
 
• The only reliable marker for non-O157 STEC is STX production or possession of STX genes. 
• Several satisfactory screening methods for the detection of non-O157 STEC have been reported 

and these are becoming increasingly available as commercial kits. 
• Standardized procedures including enrichment are essential for detection and isolation of non-O157 

STEC from foods. Such methods require optimisation because methods developed for O157 STEC 
may not be appropriate. 

• There are many methods for the typing and characterization of non-O157 STEC. However, apart 
from serotyping, there is little standardized comparison and exchange of data on non-O157 STEC. 
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VI. Recommendations 

Clinical Manifestations 
 
Risk groups 
 

Studies comparing incidence and aetiological relevance of STEC in normal individuals, patients with 
intestinal disease and patients with complications, are necessary on a regional, national and international 
level. It is important that these studies be performed in different age groups (infants, children, women 
after pregnancy, elderly) to identify risk groups for the development of non-O157 STEC-associated 
disease. There is a need for further information on non-O157 STEC as cause of severe colitis, HUS and 
TTP in patients treated with antibiotics and/or immunosuppressive agents (oncology, haematology, 
nephrology, etc.). 
 
Differences related to serotype  
 

Clinical manifestations and risk factors for developing disease should be evaluated and defined with 
regard to STEC serotype. In addition, the pathogenic potential of the many non-O157 STEC serotypes 
in animals and foods should be determined. 
 
Detection, intervention and prevention 
 

Because treatment for disease caused by non-O157 STEC is non-specific and generally 
insufficient, programmes supporting early detection, early intervention and preventive measures are 
needed. 

 
Mechanisms of Disease 
 
Animal model 
 

The development of an animal model that reflects human disease should be a high priority. Such a 
model is needed to investigate various issues such as acid resistance, infectious dose, role of immune 
factors as it relates to the specific model, etc. 
 
Shiga toxin 
 

As STX is the primary cause of disease resulting from STEC infection, a research priority should 
be to determine how toxin is regulated in vivo and how and where it is absorbed. It is also important to 
elucidate the pathogenic significance of each of the different toxin types. The ecology and biology of toxin 
phages must also be determined. 
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Colonization  
 

The mechanisms and sites involved in LEE-negative colonization need to be defined, as well as 
determining the role of additional LEE genes found on strains with larger LEE. The effects of different 
types of mucus on colonization of STEC should also be determined. 
 
Other bacterial factors 
 

In addition to determining the frequency and mechanisms by which putative virulence factors move 
between bacterial strains, a high priority should be placed on defining the role of other virulence factors, 
if any, in the disease process or in the ecology of STEC organisms. Specific virulence characteristics also 
need to be defined by serotype. 
 
Susceptibility and immunity to disease 
 

A priority should be placed on determining if specific antimicrobials increase the risk of disease 
and, if so, what is the mechanism (increased intestinal toxin production?). Determination is also needed 
on the role of diet in susceptibility to non-O157 STEC and whether breast feeding is protective. If it is, 
what are the mechanisms involved? 
 
A toxin-based immunotherapy, either serum-based or colostrum-based, should be a development 
priority. Its efficacy in preventing disease must then be determined. If toxin immunotherapy is found not 
to be the answer, it should be determined which other virulence factors might have a role in 
immunotherapy.  
 
The role of cytokines in preventing or enhancing toxin-mediated tissue damage needs to be better 
understood. This should be done through determining cytokine response over time in patients infected 
with non-O157 STEC and in experimental models. 
 
The nature of immunity to non-O157 STEC should be determined through population-based studies in 
both the developed and developing world. Disease susceptibility needs to be correlated with age, 
socioeconomic and genetic determinants. 

 
Surveillance and Frequency of Isolation 
 
Reporting of STEC 
 

All STEC infections should be reportable. To have an optimal reporting system, the following are 
helpful: 
- indications for physicians to submit specimens for STEC culture; 
- indications for laboratories as to which specimens to culture for STEC; 
- simple, inexpensive screening or diagnostic methods for non-O157; 
- reference laboratories to assist with serotyping, toxin testing, and strain characterization; 
- clear case definitions for STEC that include non-O157 STEC and that account for different disease 

presentations and asymptomatic excretion; 
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- a mechanism for reporting by physicians and laboratories; 
- resources for compiling data and providing feedback. 

 
Surveillance for HUS 
 

Surveillance should be conducted for HUS. In most locations, surveillance for HUS is the logical 
first step in surveillance to monitor the incidence of non-O157 STEC infections over time, to determine 
which serotypes are predominant and whether prevention measures are effective. Components of HUS 
surveillance, in order of priority should include: 
- determination of the population-based incidence over time; 
- isolation and characterization of strains isolated from stools and other clinical specimens, with 

determination of their population-based incidence over time; 
- testing of serum specimens for antibody to LPS of major serogroups. 
 
Surveillance for STEC in diarrhoeal disease 
 

Sentinel surveillance systems for diarrhoea due to STEC, including non-O157 STEC, should be 
developed. Such studies are needed to determine the incidence of non-O157 STEC infections over time, 
the serotypes isolated, and the proportion of persons who develop HUS by serotype. These studies can 
be used as a platform for case-control studies to determine food vehicles and other risk factors for 
infection, and to compare the isolation rate of various serotypes from persons with diarrhoea to healthy 
controls from the same population. Studies of non-O157 STEC diarrhoea by other groups, e.g., medical 
centers, should also be encouraged because they provide complementary data. If resources do not 
permit testing of all specimens, those with certain characteristics or from particular populations could be 
selected. The following are examples of selection criteria, listed in order of priority/low expense: 
- history of bloody diarrhoea; 
- bloody stool received by laboratory; 
- children <5 years old +/- persons >60 years old; 
- persons hospitalized for diarrhoea; 
- other populations, e.g., travellers, all diarrhoeal specimens during warm weather, all diarrhoeal 

specimens (perhaps excluding nosocomial diarrhoea). 
 
Laboratories 
 

Clinical laboratories should have the capacity to examine stools for non-O157 STEC. Stools from 
all patients with HUS should be examined for non-O157 STEC. Examination of specimens from persons 
with diarrhoea is also encouraged; if resources do not permit testing of all specimens from persons with 
diarrhoea, the above selection criteria should be used to determine specimens for culture. 
 
Public health networks 
 

Public health officials should develop networks to compare trends in isolation rates of non-O157 
STEC; to exchange knowledge about incidence, risk factors, clinical manifestations, and complications; 
and to improve detection of international outbreaks. Further, early warning systems, both at the national 
and international levels, should be established for non-O157 STEC. 
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Sources and Modes of Transmission 
 
Distribution in animals and food 
 

The distribution of non-O157 STEC in bovines and other animals should be studied in broader 
geographic areas. The ecology of non-O157 STEC in foods throughout the food chain should also be 
determined. Although they may be similar to other STEC, the reservoirs of non-O157 STEC need to be 
definitively determined.  
 
On-farm factors 
 

Factors that influence the ecology of non-O157 STEC in farm animals should be defined, as should 
management practices that might influence those factors. Most importantly, this should be followed up by 
developing on-farm intervention mechanisms whenever there is good epidemiological evidence indicating 
that they are important (e.g., water trough contamination). If there are additional factors that influence the 
carriage rate and levels of shedding of non-O157 STEC by food animals they should be identified and 
strategies to reduce such carriage and shedding should be developed. 
 
Transmission 
 

Careful epidemiological investigations of outbreaks and case-control studies of sporadic cases are 
needed to determine vehicles of infection. The potential of foods other than animal-derived products to 
serve as vehicles of non-O157 STEC transmission should be assessed. Additionally, the role of human-
to-human, waterborne and animal-to-human transmission of non-O157 STEC infection should be 
established.  
 
The minimum infectious dose of an organism is an important factor in determining whether transmission 
will lead to infection. Thus it is important to further investigate and determine the minimum infectious dose 
of various non-O157 STEC.  
 
The WHO recommendations previously made for the prevention of STEC transmission are relevant and 
are endorsed by this working group (Prevention and Control of Enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia coli 
[EHEC] Infections, Report of a WHO Consultation, Geneva, Switzerland, 28 April-1 May, 1997; 
WHO/FSF/FOS/97.6). 

 
Laboratory Methodologies 
 
Detection 
 

Serological diagnostics should be established and improved; new useful serological markers need 
to be found in order to determine the aetiology of an infection independently from the isolation of 
organisms from stool cultures.  
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Isolation 
 

Standardization of rapid, cheap and widely available methods for the isolation of non-O157 STEC 
is required. These should be suitable for clinical, veterinary, food and environmental samples. Optimized 
enrichment procedures need developing, particularly for testing of foods. 

 
Characterization 
 

Optimal typing and characterization methods and quality assessment for screening, isolation and 
typing methods for non-O157 STEC should be implemented. The most suitable screening methods for 
detection of non-O157 STEC require further application. At present there are EIAs for STX production 
and PCR for STX genes. 
 
Primary microbiological laboratories 

It is important that more primary microbiological laboratories have the capability to identify non-O157 
STEC. This requires the improvement of current diagnostic measures for non-O157 STEC and the 
urgent development of new methods that are cost effective in order to establish a rapid, accurate and 
inexpensive diagnosis.  
 
National reference laboratories 

National reference laboratories for all STEC must be recognized and established worldwide. Mandatory 
reporting of clinical isolates of non-O157 STEC to national reference laboratories should be 
implemented. 
 
International collaboration 

A pilot global database on non-O157 STEC should be established. The information should be 
comprehensive and include details of sources, clinical information, typing and characterization of isolates. 
 
A large, representative, available strain collection should be established for consensus between reference 
laboratories and for international collaborative studies. Studies to identify and follow the spread of clinical 
groups of non-O157 STEC on a worldwide basis should be implemented. 
 
International workshops to standardize data collection, typing methods and reporting systems should be 
organized. Protocols should be harmonized and data compared on a worldwide basis, including 
characterization of antimicrobial resistance according to a standardized protocol. The global spread of 
mobile virulence determinants and antimicrobial resistance should be monitored. 
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List of Abbreviations 

 
A/E - Attaching and effacing 
AFLP - Amplified fragment length polymorphism 
eae - E. coli attaching and effacing gene 
EHEC - Enterohaemorrhagic E. coli  
EIA - Enzyme immunoassay 
EPEC - Enteropathogenic E. coli  
EspA, B, D, E - E. coli secreted proteins A, B, D or E 
HC - Haemorrhagic colitis 
HUS - Haemolytic uraemic syndrome 
LEE - Locus of enterocyte effacement 
MLST - Multilocus sequence typing  
NM - Non-motile, in reference to H antigen type 

(i.e., no flagellar antigen) 
NT - Not typable, in reference to O or H antigen 

type 
PCR - Polymerase chain reaction 
PFGE - Pulsed field gel electrophoresis 
RFLP - Restriction fragment length polymorphism 
RPLA - Reversed passive latex agglutination 
STEC - Shiga toxin-producing E. coli 
STX - Any member of the Shiga toxin family, 

including Shiga-like toxin 
STX - Any Shiga toxin gene, including genes that 

code for Shiga-like toxin 
Stx1, 2, etc. - Shiga-like toxin 1, 2, etc. 
stx1, stx2, etc. - Gene for Shiga-like toxin 1, 2, etc. 
Tir - Translocated intimin receptor 
TTP - Thrombotic thrombocytopaenic purpura 
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